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to Avoid 
When Buying 
Solar

5Critical
Mistakes
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When choosing your solar panels 
and the company that installs them 
it’s important to understand that all 
companies are NOT equal. 

          
      

     

“This was the best decision ever! We weren’t too sure if 
solar was right for us because we really didn’t-understand 

a lot of how it all worked but when our sales rep Brent 
was able to explain in terms that we understood, the rest 

is history. Brent is amazing, he is very personable and 
very compassionate in what he does. If it wasn’t for Brent, 
I don’t think that we would have gone to solar. Thank you 

The Solar Quote for having an Amazing sales rep!”

From Solar Reviews.com

At Sunpower By The Solar Quote, 
we take pride in offering the 
highest efficiency panels, best 
warranties and most expedient 
service.
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This prestigious designation is given by invitation only to a 
few dealers in the nation. To get this award, we exceeded 
expectations for installation, training, customer satisfaction, 
and reliability of our company. Further, we are invested in 
our community and possess expert knowledge of our local 
jurisdiction and permit regulations. 

Why does this matter for you? 

Because when you choose Sunpower by The Solar Quote, 
you’re getting proven superior service and reliability.

 •SunPower® only has Master Dealers in 10 states.

 •SunPower® holds their Master Dealers to the   
 strictest customer service standards.

 •SunPower® supports their Master Dealer network.

Master Dealer Facts:

SunPower by The Solar Quote is a 
Master Dealer with SunPower®
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Often times we’ll see pop-up solar companies selling panels with short warranties, partial warranties and low energy output. Further, it 
can seem like they’ll tell you anything you want to hear.
For this reason we made this simple pocket-guide that details the 5 critical mistakes to avoid when buying solar. 
The tips in this guide can save you thousands of dollars, countless headaches and ensure you and your family get clean and reliable 
energy for years to come.

When you’re buying 
solar panels, it’s a long 

term investment and 
one that should be 

taken seriously.
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• Only the panels are covered
• You’re on the hook if something goes wrong 
 with the mounting system

Ask the company if they cover the panels, mounting and installation 
under warranty and make sure you get a clear answer. If these 
things aren’t included in your warranty, you’ll have to come out of 
pocket for anything that breaks. 

#1 Warranty Issues
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• Getting a system that’s too small
• Getting a system that’s too large 

It’s imperative that each system is built to your specific 
needs. This means equipping your home with enough 
power to slightly exceed your current energy needs 
but not so big that it doesn’t make sense. 

While you may be able to sell power back to your en-
ergy provider, it’s generally pennies on the dollar and 
doesn’t offset the cost of unnecessary panels. 

#2 System Sizing

2 Big Factors 
in System Size:

Energy
Usage

Roof
Location
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• Understand your lease terms including the length of your 
lease, interest and more...

The lease agreement you sign is your legally binding contract. 
This means you should understand everything about what 
you’re signing including the length of your lease, if your panels 
go against your debt-to-income ratio, what are the terms for 
someone taking over your lease if you sell your home, interest 
rate, whether or not your eligible for the tax credit, etc. 

#3 Terms of Your LeaseQuestions to ask 
about your solar lease:

• How much money down upfront?

• If something breaks, who fixes it?

• What if I want to move?
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• Get more than one quote - it’s proven to help you 
get better pricing

Rather than using the first company you find, get sev-
eral quotes. This should include the size of the system 
you’ll need, price per Kw hour, warranty included, etc. 

And if you find a company you love, but another com-
pany gives you a lower quote, bring the lower quote 
back to the company you love. Often times they’ll 
match that quote for you.

#4 Multiple Quotes Same Power, Less Panels.

Conventional Panels

SunPower® Panels
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• Is your installer certified? 
Solar panels are installed on your roof - which can be very ex-
pensive to fix. You want to ensure your installation company 
has insurance, proper contractors licenses, and guarantees their 
work. Accidents can happen so choosing a company that’s done 
this many times before and has insurance will protect your best 
interests. 

Further, when your company has experience, they can get it 
done fast. This means you don’t have to listen to hammers and 
saws for long or deal with flaky contractors.

#5 Installer Qualifications
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Get a Free Quote From 
SunPower By The Solar Quote

Just click the link below, fill out the quote for which 
only needs basic information and we’ll get you a fast 
and free quote. We are a no-pressure company, never 
sell you something you don’t need and pride ourselves 
on offering the best product at the best price with 
outstanding service.

CLICK HERE TO GET
A QUOTE NOW
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